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What is the Fall Math Meet?
The NanoMath Fall Math Meet (FMM) is a free online competition for middle
and high schoolers interested in math to be held in October. We aim to bring
the spirit of math to all students, regardless of their background, through a day
of challenging, interesting problems and a variety of activities and talks. We
invite all middle and high schoolers of any competition background to
participate.

Who are we?
We are NanoMath, a student-run mathematical outreach organization. We’re a
group of students who love math and want others to be just as excited about
math as we are. Through events like the Fall Math Meet and other planned
programs, our organization’s aim is to spread excitement and engagement in
math to all students, regardless of background.

Why sponsor us?
As a sponsor of FMM, your company will take part in inspiring the next
generation of mathematicians, engineers, scientists, and more. You’ll be able to
reach hundreds of middle and high school students nationwide from diverse
backgrounds. You’ll have the opportunity to reach out and advertise to them,
gain brand recognition, and make an impactful impression.

How can you help?
• Donate money directly to the organization. The money will be going toward

administrative fees, prizes, outreach, and anything else needed to run the
competition.

• Sponsor a prize. We’ll be giving out many prizes at the competition for top
scorers.

• If you have any other ideas, questions, or concerns, please do not hesitate to
contact us at contact@nanomath.org.



Bronze
$500

Silver
$1000

Gold
$2000

Partner
$3000+
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